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THE CANADIAN CONNECTION 
Historia Mathematics is an international journal, as evidenced 
by its publisher; editorial board, collaborators, sponsors, and 
contents. But international journals have to locate in particu- 
lar countries and gain the support of national scholarly commu- 
nities. Our first grant came from the American Mathematical 
Society, and the bulk of our subscriptions are from the U.S.A. 
The first national organization to establish a combined payment 
for dues and Historia Mathematics was the British Society for 
the History of Mathematics, which has collaborated with us collec- 
tively and individually since its founding in 1971. But our 
office, printer, highest number of subscriptions per capita, and 
main financial support are Canadian. Without grants from the 
Canada Council we should not have been able to publish here or 
on a non-commercial basis. 
It is therefore very good news that the newly formed Canadian 
Society for the History and Philosophy of Mathematics/Soci&B 
Canadienne d’Histoire et de Philosophie des Mathematiques has 
named Historia Mathematics as its official journal. This does 
not mean an assumption of editorial control or financial respon- 
sibility by the CSHPM/SCHPM, but rather an opportunity for 
Historia Mathematics to provide additional services and gain 
wider Canadian participation and support. To these ends we 
have established a special department for the CSHPM/SCHPM (see 
p 327ff.), invited two of its members, John L. Berggren and 
Stillman Drake, to join our editorial board, and agreed on a 
combination rate for membership and the journal. 
The response to the British and Canadian organizations suggests, 
as have many other experiences of recent years, that there is 
widespread latent interest in history of mathematics. Since our 
raison d’dtre is to encourage and focus this interest, we welcome 
and stand ready to help in all related organizational efforts. 
